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About the book:
Produced here in two low-cost paperback volumes, John Bapty Oates' challenging insights into the human
condition, and specifically, the REAL reasons behind the current global crises, is a must-read for any serious
student of human nature, sociology or economics. Topics covered include the evolution of human conscious-
ness; the rise of a global economy; and the many dangers and pitfalls that await us as a species if we cannot
- or will not - listen with real urgency, to the lessons that life places before us.

A true heavyweight amongst contemporary philosophical works.
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Reviews: ‘It is a brave man who sticks his head above the parapet, it is a braver one still who presents his unified
theory of everything for all to judge in a book, and when this book represents his life’s work then one has to create
new adjectives. This is the position faced when reading  “Humantruth” by John Bapty Oates. At almost 600 pages it
embodies an analysis of the human condition past, present and future. Crammed with facts, diagrams and attempts
to investigate how we reached this point in our story and what can be done to move from the crisis we face (ecolog-
ical, financial, military among others) towards a better future.’

Dr Gerry Morrow, MB.

‘A truly mind-expanding book. Possibly one of the most important books ever written...’
Margaret Swift, MA Loughborough University
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